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About the 2022 Report
Structure of the Information: Stages of FC Bus Implementation

Based on Project Stages
Developed to ensure a 
coherent structure within 
which information gathered 
could be framed.

Builds on 2020 Report
Some tweaking of earlier 
report plus a new Stage 
covered



About the 2022 Report
Information is organised within tables along sub-stages

Challenges and Solutions

Within the framework of the 
Project Stages Chart:

The BP Report clearly articulates  

• Challenges, and 

• matches them with Solutions
that were realistic and had 
worked. 

These are all presented in tabular 
form (10 in all)



About the 2022 Report
Summary Chapter  A ‘Perfect World’ Case Study

➢ Each Stage of a FC Bus Project up to early regular operations 
addressed with key points pointed out in summary boxes (See 
green box below)

➢ Up to and including Procurement Stage has been translated 
into 8 additional European Languages (See right hand box)

Further important points to note from the story:

1. Rigorous planning (including contingency planning) and contractual 

comprehensiveness will avoid or mitigate most of the typical challenges experienced in 
the Deployment and Operations phase

2. Unexpected challenges will be easier to handle by building buffer into your 

timeline for starting operations. You must expect delays.

3. Have back-ups in place: both for the buses and for the HRS. While buses are 

very reliable by the standard of new technology, they will likely have teething issues as 
will the HRS.

4. Good Training and Maintenance = SAFE Operations

5. Leverage the buses for showing the public you will be meeting European 

emission standards. It will encourage the use of public transport and be a source of 
pride for the municipality and region.



What have we learnt so far?
Keys to Success

Keys to success within the JIVE Projects have been: 

➢FC Bus projects which have been established as part of a 
broad energy system e.g. Pau /Groningen

➢FC Bus projects which establish and communicate realistic 
project expectations

➢FC Bus projects that have the ‘right’ people – champions for 
the technology, expert planners etc



What have we learnt so far?
Challenges remaining for FC Buses 

Challenges for Suppliers (Buses & HRS)
• Standardising components  to provide certainty of TCO for purchasers
• Providing ready supply of parts
• Decreasing the timeframe for production – increased involvement from major bus suppliers    

Note: There appears to be an increasing desire to purchase buses and their refuelling infrastructure from a single supplier 
– need for partnerships between Bus OEMs and HRS OEMS/ Gas suppliers

Challenges for Operators
• Understanding this is a major step change from running diesel buses and that finding expertise is essential
• Being prepared to ask and learn from others
• Working collaboratively with Suppliers and Government to make the FC Bus System viable for a commercial enterprise. 

Challenges for Governments (Local, National & Supra-National)
• Providing certainty for Operators by providing the right frameworks: regulation and permitting
• Providing commercial certainty for operators by de-risking their investment  e.g. guaranteed demand for H2; providing 

expertise; financial investment
• Leveraging the FC buses to integrate Hydrogen into the regional energy system



Best Practice Report 2022

The Facts

The Future for City Buses
➢ Zero emission buses are the only future – a legal requirement
➢ Zero  emission bus technology is here and it works (see Pau Buses below)
➢ There will be a choice of solutions – FC Buses; Battery Electric Buses; Trolley Buses
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